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Editorial
Hello and welcome to the March edition of the BIALL Newsletter. Yes, that really is
the onset of spring you can see out of the window! Either that or it is the tail end of a
particularly grim winter leaving us after what seems like an eternity.
To usher in those promised lighter evenings, we have a packed newsletter, positively
blooming with information. Our friends at Justis have, like a new-born chick, taken
their first tentative steps into the world of Twitter - could they be hatching plans to
become 2011’s Stephen Fry? Also James Mullan talks us through the professional social
networking site LinkedIn, offering tips and advice that are bound to be of use.
We join Laura Woods on a march through the Library Routes project, detailing the
myriad ways people have entered into a professional career in librarianship, and
Christine Miskin egg-sclusively reports on semantic analysis from a recently attended
seminar.
Of course we also have our regular features, taking a hop, skip and a jump around the
City Business Library with Cath Allwood, spending a Day in the Life of Christine
Miskin to edit Legal Information Management, and we are also On the Spot with
Susanna Spring...no, Susanna Winter! If only we had that for the previous edition...
Well, that is enough rabbiting on from me. We hope you enjoy this issue, safe in the
knowledge there are no more thinly-veiled seasonal puns, and wish you well for the
coming months through until summer.
Stephen
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Spring is in the air and we’re well on the way through the year to our next BIALL
Annual Conference in June. Having attended a site visit to The Sage, Gateshead in late
January, accompanied by members of the Conference Committee, I can confirm that
we have a quite spectacular venue for our meeting this year – and the programme
promises to be exciting and enthralling to match the futurist surroundings!
Recently, on the 25th February, the BIALL Cheese and Wine evening took place at
Lincoln’s Inn and it was wonderful to see so many of you attending this year.
Our gratitude, once again, goes to Catherine McArdle and Lincoln’s Inn for organising
and hosting the event.
In this newsletter column I wish to draw particular attention to the recent discussions
that have been taking place entitled, “The Fragmentation Death of the Information
Professions”. The conversation, originally instigated by Mark Field from the
Department of Education (and formerly a Member of BIALL Council), and which has
developed over recent months via the LinkedIn CILIP Group is worth noting and
following. Mark’s original words, that generated such interest, were simply this:
“The information professions are highly networked but poorly integrated. As a result they
lack influence in government policy-making and traction in business.
The inability of the information professions to exploit an early position of strength in the
emergence of the internet is symptomatic of the professions' structural weakness.
The constant re-invention of information science by other professions is symptomatic of a
failure of the information professions to retain possession of their craft, professionalism,
technical practices and methodologies and, thus, their unique selling point.
The lack of a comprehensive, hospitable and rigorous over-arching professional framework
for information scientists, librarians, records managers, archivists, and their emerging new
sibling professions in information architecture is a slow motion disaster of inaction.
The effects of the vacuum created by that inaction cannot be easily quantified, but in
terms of skewed and inequitable economic opportunity and the stunted evolution of a
rational and humane information-based democracy, those effects could be profound.
Currently, no professional body exists which is capable of providing a professional
framework for specialist information workers of all types.
In this case, the 'do nothing' option could be the worst.”
I think many of us in the profession would wholeheartedly agree with these
provocative sentiments. Two meetings have ensued whereby representatives from a
range of professional bodies have attended (myself included, on behalf of BIALL).
The discussions have been wide-ranging, honest and stimulating and I urge you all to
keep abreast of the developments. The original archived discussion can be located at: =
…whilst a summary relating to the most recent meeting, provided by Nicola Franklin
(Head of Information at Fabric), can be read at: =
Finally, some ‘people news’. It was with great sadness that we learnt of the recent
death of Janet Schofield who led the KM function at Thomas Eggar for many years.
She was much involved with the BIALL Annual Conference in 1998 when it was held
in Portsmouth and she will be remembered for her patience, humour and
professionalism.
On two particularly happy notes, a many belated congratulations to George
Woodman, Parliamentary Librarian at the Northern Ireland Assembly Library, who was
awarded an MBE in the New Years Honours List. Congratulations also go to John
Sinkins, Managing Director of Wildy & Sons Ltd, who reached the noble age of 60
years in February. A celebratory evening at a rather well known London hostelry will
help to mark this occasion in suitable fashion!
David Wills
BIALL President
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The Legal Information Group is currently running its second survey of BIALL
members regarding their attitudes to suppliers. More information, and a link to the
survey, is available on the LIG page of the BIALL website. Last year the survey
provided LIG with a lot of information to help us in our discussions with suppliers and
it also received quite a bit of attention from the suppliers themselves. The more BIALL
members respond to the survey, the more representative and therefore useful it is.
There is also a £50 prize draw, so please do go to the BIALL website and fill in the
survey. The closing date for responses is Friday 25th March.
LIG's last meeting was on Monday 24th January, at the Institute of Advanced Legal
Studies. It was the annual meeting with suppliers, and sixteen companies sent
representatives. This was a slightly smaller number than last year, but we had a larger
number of apologies and feel that our ability to reach suppliers is roughly the same as
last year. As always, a priority for the period after the meeting is to check in with
those suppliers who did not respond to invitations. As well as briefing the suppliers on
this year's survey, we talked about transparency in pricing, issues relating to supplying
content across different formats and platforms, and the consequences of outsourcing
for both law librarians and suppliers of legal information.
Our next meeting will be held in early April, and the main topic for discussion will be
the results of the survey. If you have any issues relating to your suppliers that you
would like to tell us about, or would like to find out more about the work that LIG
does on your behalf, feel free to get in touch. Contact details for all members of LIG
are on the relevant page of the BIALL website.
David Percik
Chair, Legal Information Group

The Awards & Bursaries Committee

Angela Donaldson

The Awards & Bursaries Committee met on 28th January.
BIALL members are reminded that bursaries are now available to attend any jobrelated training event or seminar. These training events do not necessarily need to be
of a legal nature, but could be relevant to other aspects of your role, including
management or leadership, for example. A limited number of bursaries to cover the
whole, or part of the cost of the event, are available. The bursaries do not include
assistance towards travel expenses. Applications will be considered within two weeks
of being received. If you are interested in applying, go to the Bursaries section of the
BIALL website and fill in the application form.
Dates have now been decided for application deadlines for other bursaries. By the
time this Newsletter is published, the March 4th deadline for applications for the
CALL Conference will have passed, but the 8th April deadline for applications for the
BIALL Conference won’t be too far away, so I would urge any personal members
thinking about applying to fill in the form.
Angela Donaldson
Chair, ABC
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PR and Promotions Committee
Although the Committee has not met since the last Newsletter report, members have
not been idle. There are a number of projects which keep Committee members active:

“How do I?” wiki
The wiki continues to grow. Now that “write” access to the wiki is possible, the
monthly rota for committee members now includes checking these additions as well
as accepting access requests and updating other areas.

Library School Visits
These visits are fantastic PR for the legal information profession. Sandra Smythe has a
list of participating library schools with possible dates. Please contact her if interested
- Sandra.Smythe@Mishcon.com
Catherine McArdle

LinkedIn
The BIALL group = is an opportunity for information professionals to make
connections and discuss issues relating to legal information. It has feeds from the
BIALL website, blog and twitter providing the latest news from BIALL. The site also
has an area for discussions so if you have any issues you would like to discuss or
thoughts you’d like to share with your fellow BIALL members please post a comment.
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Register of Experts
Members of BIALL who have an interest in publishing and/or presenting on aspects of
the information profession are encouraged to submit details of their particular areas
of interest or expertise to the Register. The data on the Register is kept confidential the idea being that publishers, conference organisers and other interested parties
contact BIALL to ask for details of an "expert" within our membership who has
already expressed a willingness to be approached for speaking/publications purposes.
The aim is to create a more equal and appropriate method for third parties to
approach BIALL members for advice, and to help encourage more BIALL members to
become involved in the many opportunities available.
Members will shortly receive details with their Membership renewal information.
Alternatively please contact Vivian Grainge – Vivian.Grainge@freethcartwright.co.uk with your details, area(s) of expertise or interest, and willingness to publishing or
speak.
The Committee are due to meet at the end of March.
We welcome new members to join the Committee – if anyone is interested in any of
the above areas or has any other ideas as to how BIALL and the legal information
profession can be publicised please contact me.
Catherine McArdle
Chair, PR and Promotions Committee
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BIALL Conference Committee

John Furlong
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As I write, final proofs are being made to the Pre-Conference Brochure and Booking
Form, and we expect the material to be posted to members and be available on the
BIALL website in late February or early March. The members' early-bird rate for the
full conference package for the Newcastle Conference has been set at £370, which
represents remarkable value for money. It covers all of the Conference sessions, the
Exhibition and product demonstrations, refreshments, lunches, dinners and social
events.
In part, we are able to offer such an attractive rate for a comprehensive and strong
conference programme because of the support offered by our sponsors. Again this
year we welcome the generous support of Sweet & Maxwell as a Platinum Sponsor,
and we also welcome Informa as a Platinum Sponsor for the first time. Lexis Nexis are
kindly acting as a Gold Sponsor and Wildy & Sons are Silver Sponsors of the 2011
Conference.
At our last Committee meeting, we bid a formal farewell to Catherine Kenwright who
has resigned from the Committee due to work related factors. I would like to thank
Catherine again for all her work during her tenure. As a result, we have reallocated
responsibilities within the Committee as follows:
John Furlong – Chair
Gillian Watt – Vice Chair and Exhibition Coordinator
Niamh Burns – Programme Coordinator; Venue and Grants Coordinator
Beverley Oliver – Programme Coordinator
Tayo Ajibade – Exhibition Coordinator
Vanessa Hayward – Exhibition Coordinator; Website Liaison
Catherine Bowl - Finance Officer
Alden Bowers, Honorary Treasurer – ex officio
Susan Scorey, Incoming President – ex officio
David Wills, President – ex officio
We held our most recent Committee meeting at The Sage Centre, Gateshead, at the
end of January which allowed for a further check on facilities and arrangements for
the Conference. Without doubt, The Sage will provide one of the most impressive
conference venues we have ever had with superb facilities for delegates and
spectacular views out over the city of Newcastle. This, combined with an excellent and
varied programme plus the wonderful Geordie friendliness of the city will provide
delegates with a memorable and fruitful conference experience.
The next few weeks will see more information and material being made available on
the BIALL website. As always, should you have any comments or queries, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
John Furlong
Chair, BIALL Conference Committee
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News from Justis Publishing:
Finally tweeting @ twenty-five
At the end of January we took the social media bull by its Twitterish horns = and
finally started tweeting @JustisPub =.
At time of writing, our follower count is relatively low. In less than a month and a half,
we’ve posted nearly 100 tweets but they’ve only been viewed by a handful of readers.
So, to continue with our David Attenborough-on-a-bad-day metaphors, we’ve decided
to kill to two birds with one stone by providing you with our 25 favourite tweets
from this period, together with a few elaborations, where appropriate. For ease of
reading, we’ve also reversed the usual order of the feed so that the oldest tweets are
at the top.
The first ornithological death will succeed in our conveying – with more brevity than
ever before – two months’ worth of news from Justis Publishing.
The second might, at a pinch, persuade you to start following us on Twitter.
But don’t worry, all the links work and you don’t need to have a Twitter account to
view our tweets at @JustisPub =.
As one final incentive to get onboard, we’re finalising plans for a Twitter followers’
competition with great odds and a generous (but at the time of writing, unconfirmed)
prize. We’ll announce this more widely after this newsletter has gone out. But in brief,
we’re going to award the Xth person who follows us by the time we have 500 follows
with a big prize. We know what X is but we of course can’t reveal it yet. We’ll do so
when we reach 500, which is about 420 away. So for little effort and good odds, why
not start following us today?

Anyway, here are our current Top 25:
Though we've led the way in electronic law for 25 years we've been slow
to tweet. Still, better late than never - watch this space for more!
21 Jan Favorite Reply
Just had a circuitous discussion about our Twitter policy and have
concluded that we should just start tweeting.
26 Jan Favorite Reply
As our profile will show, this isn’t just the second tweet in our highlights list...
Local paper billboard sighting: "Overweight police won't be hypnotised".
Sets an interesting precedent for reporting what's not happening.
28 Jan Favorite Reply
For police-related reports that HAVE happened, see http://justis.com/datacoverage/police-law-reports.aspx. How's that for a smooth segue?
28 Jan Favorite Reply
If you're up for writing reviews on or articles that mention http://justis.com
or http://justcite.com, get in touch, we have the contacts.
1 Feb Favorite Reply
We’ve had some uptake but not much yet so if you’re keen, let us know.
One of our friends in @biall_uk featured on Radio 2 last week promoting
org's cheese and wine eve http://bbc.in/eohNXB. Maybe see you there.
1 Feb Favorite Reply
We couldn’t make it in the end but we hope it was fun. However, we will of course be at your annual
conference this year so we’ll see you in Newcastle, if not before.
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Only 4 slots left at Friday 11th's Dublin law librarians Focus Group. Please
contact us if you would like to join us there. Free biscuits!
1 Feb Favorite Reply
Twitter is just one of many ways that we publicise events like this but it’s worth following us for last-minute
prompts like this.
[2011] WLR (D) 9 CofA "reminds profession" to only cite BAILII if there's no
other recognised report. Should've gone to http://justcite.com!
2 Feb Favorite Reply
British Virgin Islands law: read the full story on the new Justis BVI Cases:
http://www.justis.com/news/articles/news-bvi.aspx
2 Feb Favorite Reply
Another Caribbean jurisdiction’s law is added to our growing collection. The above link is still live so please
click on it to read the full story of this impressive series, which will include useful and persuasive precedent
for many practice areas in the UK and Ireland.
Been on phone to our man in the knEUw or to put it in language that
makes sense the guy who writes our EU Bulletins http://bit.ly/eubulletin
2 Feb Favorite Reply
We have a daily Twitter feed of EU bulletin summaries. Or rather summaries of Paul Clarke’s summaries that
appear for free on Justis, with links to full-text EU material on Justis for subscribers.
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This week's “What’s New” legal update is live on JustCite. See
http://justcite.com/about/whats-new.aspx & discover the meaning of
"violence"
2 Feb Favorite Reply
Views on foreign jurisdictions' law useful to UK/Irish barristers, solicitors,
other lawyers, legal librarians/academics #foreignlawforUKRoI
2 Feb Favorite Reply
Hashtag archives don’t last long so this one’s currently empty. But things might take off when our follower
numbers increase. The idea was for people to discuss which non-British and Irish material might be
desirable in the UK and Ireland. We can’t promise to supply it but your views do help shape our decisions.
The Justis Mission Command tradition to provide treats on your birthday
and then email all leads to kitchen stampedes audible throughout NW1
3 Feb Favorite Reply
Read of vicious hamsters, Johnny Rotten, establishing a chambers &
http://justcite.com in John McDonnell QC interview http://bit.ly/dYHRzN+
3 Feb Favorite Reply
This appeared in the latest issue of the Student Law Review. If you haven’t read it, we’d urge you to do so.
John’s views and recollections are very entertaining.
Twee: @JustisPub wonders whether that's a 112-character tweet, which this
is. But we're not wondering THAT much.
3 Feb Favorite Reply
Occasionally we can be a bit silly when attempting something epigrammatic.
Latest EU bulletin: Court confirms fine in Nintendo case; Commission
responds to FP7 (R&D) evaluations: http://bit.ly/eubulletin
11 Feb Favorite Reply
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Latest EU bulletin: Commission proposes qualified approval for creosote as
active substance in biocidal products: http://bit.ly/eubulletin
14 Feb Favorite Reply
Two sample EU bulletin summaries of summaries, covering the spectrum from video games to timber
conditioning chemicals, if such a spectrum exists.
Justis does rather better than the competition in BIALL supplier survey:
http://www.biall.org.uk/pages/legal-information-group.html
15 Feb Favorite Reply
We know you know but we wanted to let others know and, by repeating
it here, thank you!
Latest "what's new on JustCite" http://bit.ly/jc-whats-new includes issue of
local authorities putting insurance contracts out to tender
16 Feb Favorite Reply
Don’t forget our free weekly summaries on the JustCite homepage.
Thanks to everyone who contributed to our lively librarians' focus groups
in Dublin last week. Look out for more of the same in the RoI & UK
17 Feb Favorite Reply
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Information Law: an exciting & growing area. Announcement of
involvement with 11KBW @ an event yesterday was met with appropriate
excitement
17 Feb Favorite Reply
Our international sales manager’s knee operation went well and he says
it’s great to be back demonstrating http://justcite.com/precedentmap
24 Feb Favorite Reply
Simon’s fine and so is our new JustCite precedent map, which has gone down a storm with subscribers.
Look out for our article in the next issue of the Student Law Review, in which we discuss the new tool with
one of your members.
Who'd have thought Chinese law would be so involved? Still, look out for
our article in April's The Barrister and it should be worth it.
28 Feb Favorite Reply
Finally finished article for April issue of The Barrister on Chinese maritime
law, following feedback from the UK, Hong Kong and Australia
2 Mar Favorite Reply
All will be revealed very shortly!
Now going to finish Twitter-based article for BIALL (@biall_uk) Newsletter
2 Mar Favorite Reply
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It is with great sadness that we write to tell you of the death on 21st February of our
colleague Janet Schofield who led the KM function at Thomas Eggar for many years.
Janet will be known to many BIALL members and will be remembered for her
patience, humour and professionalism. She was heavily involved in running the 1998
BIALL Conference which took place in Portsmouth.
She fought a long battle against cancer and died peacefully at home.
Janet is survived by her husband Mike.
Details of the funeral are not yet known but anybody who is interested should
contact Loyita Worley on 020 3116 2580 or lworley@reedsmith.com = or Ann
Hemming on 07958725664 ann.hemming@thomaseggar.com =.

Legal Information Management
appoint a New Editor
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The Editorial Committee of Legal Information Management (LIM) are pleased to
announce that David Wills will succeed Christine Miskin as Editor with effect of 31
March 2011.
David Wills has been Squire Law Librarian (a dependent library of Cambridge
University Library) since 1996 and is currently President of the British and Irish
Association of Law Librarians
David brings all his past experiences to the editorship of LIM. He has a wide
knowledge of the issues and challenges facing the legal information profession and will
work with BIALL members to carry on the well established reputation of the journal
so that it continues to reflect the fast pace of change in today’s information world.

David Wills

Transcripts of Judicial Proceedings in
England and Wales: a Guide to Sources
A revised version of the Inner Temple Library’s 2006 guide to sources of transcripts is
now available as a 166-page PDF document.
The guide is intended primarily for libraries and information services staff who may
need to obtain, or assist others to obtain, transcripts of the proceedings of courts and
tribunals in England and Wales.
A major feature of this new edition is its greatly expanded coverage of tribunals. It is
hoped that users of the guide may find this particularly useful at a time of change and
transition in tribunal administration.
The guide will be available at the special price of £12.99 until March 31st, after which
it will be priced at £19.99. These prices are for single-use only.
Further information and details of how to order the guide can be found at =.
Margaret Clay
Inner Temple
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Libby Whitethread

Members of BIALL travelled from near and far (Lincoln’s Inn being the nearest, and
New York the furthest) to attend the Cheese & Wine evening held in the Old Hall,
Lincoln’s Inn on Friday 25 February.
There was eager anticipation for the event as it had featured on the Mark Radcliffe and
Stuart Maconie Radio 2 show where there had been plenty of discussion as to the type
of foods eaten at cheese and wine evenings. BIALL members need not have feared –
there was plenty of all types of foodstuffs available (including cheese) to satisfy all
tastes and appetites.
The new BIALL display stand made a guest
appearance and received many favourable
comments.
Unfortunately neither Radcliffe nor Maconie
were able to attend – they would have had
a great time had they done so.
Any profits from the evening will be given to
the Wallace Breem Memorial Award fund.
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Library Routes

Laura Woods,
Information Services
Adviser at Addleshaw
Goddard, leads us
through the Library
Routes Wiki and
explains how she got
to where she is today...

Just over a year ago, I got into a conversation via Twitter about people’s routes into
librarianship as a career. In response, I wrote a blog post about my own route in.
The post attracted a lot of attention, and led to myself and fellow librarian Ned Potter
setting up the Library Routes Wiki = as a place where people could share their own
stories of how they got into the profession. The wiki has been incredibly successful: at
time of writing, there are over 150 entries and the wiki has been viewed more than
26,000 times.
Our aim for the wiki was for it to act as a careers resource for those considering
choosing librarianship. We hoped that browsing through the stories collected on the
wiki would give people an idea of the many and varied routes into the profession.
I am pleased to begin this series for the BIALL Newsletter, reproducing some of the
stories collected via the wiki for those with an interest in careers in law librarianship,
with the following account of my own library route.
It seems like most of the librarians I know became librarians by accident. I don't know
many people who've always wanted to be librarians. I actually find the idea of deciding,
straight out of school, that you were going into librarianship slightly baffling. It’s almost
a hidden career: not many people who aren’t librarians themselves or are related to
librarians have any idea of what we actually do, so how do people actually know that’s
what they want to be?
I didn’t know I wanted to be a librarian until three and a half years ago. Unlike my twin
sister, who’d known she wanted to be a nurse since she was four years old, I never
had any specific ambitions when I was a child. By the time I was a teenager, I’d fallen in
love with photography and decided I was going to be a photojournalist. I did my
undergrad degree in photography, and worked as a freelancer for about two years
after I graduated. To cut a long story short, I wasn’t very successful at it: finding myself
fed up with the career and in a fair amount of debt, I started thinking about what else
I could do with my life. I’d taken a dead-end admin job as a way to make ends meet,
but didn’t know what else to do. I only knew that I couldn’t stand the thought of doing
such an unrewarding job for the rest of my life!
I went to talk to a spectacularly helpful careers adviser at the job centre who talked
to me about my interests and transferrable skills. Among several suggestions she made
was librarianship. She told me I’d probably need to do a graduate traineeship if I
wanted to be a librarian and suggested I look for job adverts and descriptions to see if
the roles sounded interesting.
I'm sure she made other suggestions too, although I can't remember any of them now,
but as soon as she mentioned librarianship I suddenly couldn't figure out how I hadn't
thought of that as an option before. I've always been a regular library user; I'd
volunteered in my school libraries and once did a fortnight's work experience at my
local public library. I even knew a little about the special libraries/information science
route, as my grandma was an information specialist with ICI in the 1950s.
I applied for a few different graduate trainee roles, and was offered the first one I was
interviewed for, at Gray’s Inn. I loved my year there, and was determined to carry on
my career in librarianship from that point. I got a place on the Library and Information
Studies course at City University for the following year, and managed to land a part
time job at City’s library for when my graduate trainee year finished. When I was
coming to the end of the taught portion of the course, I decided that I wanted to get
back into law libraries, so applied for the Information Assistant post with law firm
Davies Arnold Cooper. I worked there for a year and a half, first as Information
Assistant and then as Information Officer. I recently made the decision to move away
from London and up to Yorkshire, so applied for and was offered a job with Addleshaw
Goddard in Leeds, where I am now.
Although admittedly I don’t have much experience of other sectors, I do think the
legal sector suits me very well. I love the challenge of working with legal information,
particularly given that I don’t have any background in law, and the variety that working
within a busy law firm gives you. I don’t know how my career will develop from here,
indeed in the current economic climate I think it would be foolish to speculate on
where the jobs will be in a few years time, but as it was the legal sector which gave
me my first introduction to librarianship I hope I can continue on this path.
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Are you using LinkedIn?
Likened to a giant online Yellow pages, LinkedIn is a well-known social networking site
for professionals. At the last count LinkedIn had more then 90 million registered
users spanning more than 200 countries and territories worldwide.
LinkedIn’s core feature is to “connect” users with people they know and trust in
business, although there are options to “connect” with friends. Many people think this
is all there is to LinkedIn, but there is so much more to this social networking site
then you might first imagine.

LinkedIn: a brief history
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James Mullan, KM
Systems Manager at
Field Fisher
Waterhouse, takes a
look at the
professional social
networking site
LinkedIn

LinkedIn was founded in 2003, launching with a meagre 350 contacts on May 5th.
By April 2004, LinkedIn had reached half a million members. In August 2005 LinkedIn
launched its subscription services. By the end of 2005 LinkedIn had 4 million members;
as 2008 ended, this had climbed to 33 million members.
Now with 90 million users, LinkedIn is well ahead of its competitors Viadeo (30
million) and XING (10 million). LinkedIn membership grows at approximately a new
member every second. About half of the members are in the United States and 11
million are from Europe.

What can I do on LinkedIn?
● Connect with people you know – This is by far the most well-known feature of the
site, and for casual users is the main draw. Connecting with someone you know is
as simple as searching for them using the LinkedIn search and then choosing to add
them as a connection. As with most networking sites LinkedIn users can see how
many “degrees” away they are from people. In addition, LinkedIn will show shared
connections among people within your network. By showing these shared
connections LinkedIn provides users with an opportunity to expand their network
of professional contacts.
● Get introduced – LinkedIn introductions are a great way for you to connect with
people you don’t know but your connections do. Say for example you know
someone who works in a law firm and have seen that they are connected to
someone you’d be interested in talking to or connecting with. With a LinkedIn
introduction, you can ask to be introduced to the connection you don’t know.
● Broadcast what you’re doing – LinkedIn is a great way to tell the world what
you’re doing by posting status updates. These status updates can include links to
content you’ve seen, articles you’re reading or projects you’re working on.
● Publish other content - If you’ve created items like blog posts, PowerPoint
presentations, or Amazon reading lists, LinkedIn has multiple ways to “post” this
information to your profile. Your LinkedIn profile then becomes a quick way for a
potential connection or employer to get a “view” of what kind of person you are.
This publishing aspect of LinkedIn offers yet another avenue for you to
demonstrate your expertise. However you should think carefully about whether
you post content directly from Twitter as your Twitter account may not have such
a professional focus.
● Get answers – The LinkedIn answer feature is a great way to tap into the
knowledge of LinkedIn members by posting questions or requests. Also if you’re
knowledgeable about a particular field, you can share your knowledge in the
“Question and Answers” section. Questions may be broad and generalized or
micro-specific and niche to your industry. The LinkedIn Questions and Answers
section is another opportunity for you to present your skills to a wide audience.
● Recommend people or companies – LinkedIn also allows people to ask their
connections for recommendations or to recommend connections. This is one way
that connections on LinkedIn can help individuals raise their profile. And whilst you
might consider it tacky or inappropriate to directly solicit recommendations, many
people do use their LinkedIn profile to demonstrate their expertise, by posting
recommendations received from their connections.
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● Become part of groups that match your interests – As with other social networks,
LinkedIn groups are intended to connect people with similar interests, industry or
professional affiliation. Anyone can create a group, post questions amongst group
members and share information. There are a huge number of groups to choose
from, all of them include the details of members a discussion board and a profile
page which explains the aims of the group. There are even several groups for BIALL
members.
● Demonstrating and finding skills – LinkedIn has recently developed a new module
as part of the site called LinkedIn Skills. Although the tool is still in Beta testing, it
does look like it could help job-seekers understand the market they hope to work
in. For example, if you’re interested in SharePoint, you’ll see related skills, related
companies, jobs, groups and individuals who have indicated that they have this skill.
Individuals can also add skills to their profiles to enhance what they might have
already written about specific roles.
As you will have read LinkedIn isn’t just about adding connections; the site has so
much more to offer.
What individuals choose to use and make the most of is entirely up to the them but
used effectively LinkedIn can be a great way to promote yourself, develop your
connections and share knowledge.

How to use LinkedIn effectively
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Complete your profile fully
Upload a profile picture
Update your status regularly
Start finding connections
Ask for Recommendations
Join a few groups and contribute to them
Utilise the Question & Answers section
Keep your connections updated

Things you shouldn’t be doing on LinkedIn
●
●
●
●

Accepting invitations from people you don’t know
Bombarding your connections with content
Promoting goods and services
Asking for recommendations from individuals you haven’t worked with

Links
LinkedIn =
LinkedIn Groups =
LinkedIn Answers =
LinkedIn Skills =
Viadeo =
XING =

BIALL LinkedIn Groups
BIALL =
BIALL Solos =
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Christine Miskin
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This interesting seminar was organised and introduced by Stella Dextre Clarke, who is
well-known to BIALL members, as she kindly Guest Edited the recent issue of LIM
devoted to Cat, Class and Taxonomies.
The first session was presented by Melanie Farquharson, of 3Kites Consulting, and was
entitled Legal Knowledge: the Practitioner’s Viewpoint. Melanie spoke on a similar
subject at the BIALL Conference in Brighton last summer. She discussed the lawyer’s
“Sunday afternoon syndrome” of having to deal with a problem at work the next day
and needing to know the answers to what has already been done on this kind of issue
and how to find it. She called it “know-how and know where”. She felt that there was
a danger in using complex classification systems which think they know what you want
and she preferred the use of different types of classification linked by simple Googlelike access to give the searcher the knowledge in context.
The next session, entitled Why Lawyers Need Taxonomies – Adventures in Organising
Legal Knowledge, was given by Kathy Jacob and Lynley Barker of Pinsent Masons.
Their firm has invested heavily in a major three year project to implement a KM
system with embedded taxonomies. They explained how the project was being
conducted. They have used the services of a couple of consultants to undertake user
analysis, and they are engaged in constant consultation with the fee earners, using
focus groups, and have so far held more than 38 workshops.
They are using a combination of Autonomy and iManage 8.5, and the proposed system
is very matter-centric. They are building up a firm-wide vocabulary using a wiki, but are
not employing a technically designed taxonomy.
Mats Bergman, an information architect, then spoke on Taxonomy Management at
Clifford Chance, for which he is responsible. He explained the range of taxonomies
available and the methods of keeping them up-to-date. Regular reviews are held with
controlled updates and a single point of contact, i.e. Mats is responsible for all updates.
Different taxonomies are mapped to each other. For example, the website taxonomy
will be linked to taxonomies covering internal information. There are stakeholders
from within the fee-earners and the ultimate governance is carried out by the
Knowledge Committee, which consists of partners, the Chief Operating Officer, the
Chief Knowledge Officer and the Director of Knowledge Systems.
Adam Wyner from the University of Liverpool explained the research he is
undertaking on the use of structured knowledge representations. His talk was entitled
Textual Information Extraction and Ontologies for Legal Case-Based Reasoning.
He explained the difference between a taxonomy and an ontology. The former is a
terminological classification and the latter defines classes in terms of properties and
relationships. He uses a text analysis tool called Protege.
Gerard Bredenoord is the Global Head of Know How and Learning at Linklaters, a
worldwide firm with over 480 partners. It also has a global KM and information
system. The firm has only one repository for knowledge which uses Autonomy.
They have an intranet, which is managed by three people, and staff are able to add
whatever categories of information they like to it. They use wiki technology.
Finally Derek Sturdy, a consultant at Tikit, spoke on Reconciling the Taxonomy Needs
of Different Users. He emphasised the need to collaborate on taxonomies and the
importance of mapping between taxonomies.
This was a well-attended and very interesting seminar.
ISKO UK (International Society for Knowledge Organisation) was founded in 1989,
and its mission is to advance conceptual work on knowledge organisation in all forms
and media. The British Chapter was founded in 2007 with a special emphasis on
building bridges between research and practitioner communities in the broad
knowledge organisation field. They hold regular afternoon meetings. See =.
Christine Miskin
Editor, Legal Information Management
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The City Business
Library, Cath Allwood

Cath Allwood
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The City Business Library (CBL) is the leading public library in the country for current
business information. It offers a wide variety of electronic and hard copy sources, all of
which are free to use. There are no entry restrictions and everybody is welcome.
CBL started as the business section of the Guildhall Library, but has been a separate
entity for the past 40 years. Although we have been providing free business
information for years, more recently we have also developed a broad range of events
for small businesses and start-ups. In February 2010, we moved to purpose-built
premises at Guildhall and now have proper training rooms, including a well-equipped
IT workshop room. This has made a fantastic difference to the number of seminars
and workshops we can offer.
Regular presenters HMRC (Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs) offer a suite of
presentations about the tax aspects of every stage of becoming self-employed, from
self-assessment to registering for VAT. Business Link London is also a favourite with a
whole selection of topics, such as website optimization and low-cost marketing, for
small and medium-sized businesses. We now have over 200 presenters, most of them
independent consultants; we started contacting them through networking events a
couple of years ago but now speakers approach us, offering to present a fascinating
array of subjects.
Although all the topics are related to business, some are very distant cousins.
Many seminars are aimed at helping the business community with marketing skills,
financial matters, use of social media etc. Some cover lifestyle and health issues such as
improving sleeping and eating patterns, coping with stress, public speaking and
confidence building. We have also just started hosting one-to-one advice sessions on
branding, CV writing and business start-up clinics. We are fortunate that, as we are
part of the City of London Corporation, one of the City Livery Companies – the
Worshipful Company of Marketors – has offered to provide expert marketing advice
to SMEs in the library.
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Featured Library

- continued

The feedback we’ve received over the past year shows we are on the right track with
the mix and accessibility of the seminar programme. It’s really great to get comments
like “Many of our writers and readers are actors, and a lot of the events at CBL such
as assertiveness, time organisation, are of particular use to them. It's the fact that they
are free which is so important for actors, who don't have the money to spend on
training” and “I have got business through effective use of the subscription databases.
I am also able to speak to potential clients more confidently and with more focus”.
Attendees often tell us of the jobs they’ve been offered due to skills developed
through our workshops, or contacts they’ve made which have led to more business.
All our speakers give their time freely; with over 50 events in a typical month, the cost
to us is staff time for all the administration and publicity required by such a large
programme. It is a lot of work, but we feel it is worth it to raise the profile of CBL
and provide a really useful and much-appreciated support service for small businesses.
It is very rewarding for us to get to know our speakers, who are a great bunch –
dynamic and entrepreneurial, but also generous and eager to share their expertise
with people just starting out. Good to know you don’t have to be ruthless and
unpleasant to get on in business!
The CBL librarians run training
workshops ourselves to help people
use the subscription databases, and this
has recently become a source of
income as people have proved willing
to pay a £10 fee per session. It saves
business people a great deal of
expenditure if they can create their
own mailing lists and get free access to
market research reports. Our training
saves them time by enhancing their
searching skills.
We have also recently entered the
world of book launches; last October, we worked with Headline publishing company
and launched What’s your bright idea? by Tim Campbell and Paul Humphries. Tim, as
you may recall, was the first winner of The Apprentice. It was a very buzzy and exciting
evening, and the publishers are eager to hold another launch with us later this year.
For more information about CBL, our webpage is www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/cbl and
you can find links there to our events programme and our monthly Newsletter.
City Business Library, Aldermanbury, London, EC2V 7HH. 020 7332 1812.
cbl@cityoflondon.gov.uk.
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Day in the Life
Christine Miskin,
Editor, Legal
Information
Management takes us
through her final
duties on the editorial
desk...

My nine-year tenure as editor of LIM (having also previously edited it between 1990 1995), is drawing to a close but, before I put away my red pen for the last time, there
is the Spring 2011 issue, with a special theme on vendor relations, to be completed
and sent out to the membership by the 21st March. The Summer 2011 issue, which
has a theme on The Future of Legal Services, has to be commissioned and made ready
to be sent off to Cambridge University Press (CUP) on 31st March. Then there is the
planning for the autumn issue which is on Ireland – Legal Information and the Legal
System, to be progressed. Jennefer Aston and Pattie Punch are guest editing this issue.
Today we are at second proof stage for the Spring 2011 issue on vendor relations,
which has been expertly guest edited by David Percik from the Law Society and Chair
of LIG. This means that all the material has been commissioned, submitted, edited and
was sent to the typesetters in early January. We received the first proofs on 19th
January and my team of expert proof-readers - Claire Groom and Wendy Lynwood highlighted textual and grammatical errors, dispatching large numbers of “,and” –
commas preceding the word “and” being Claire’s pet hate! The corrected proofs were
sent back to India via Cambridge. Yesterday the second proofs arrived and now it is
down to me and my stalwart production editor at Cambridge, Sue Perkins, to check
the new version against the foul proofs.
It is a relatively easy job to check second proofs, and they are soon dispatched back
to CUP for further amendments. I work very closely with Sue and our typesetters,
Tech Set, who are extremely efficient. This is a relief, as it has not always been the case
in the past. It can be extremely stressful if deadlines are missed.
When I took over for the second time, I remember a senior member of BIALL
suggesting to me that there “really wasn’t much work involved in editing LIM”.
In fact, although there are times when there isn’t a huge amount of work, it is
astonishing how quickly various deadlines appear over the horizon. There is not really
Christine Miskin
a break between one issue and the next. It is vital to keep on top of the process and
planning and preparation, the key ingredients of a non-stressful and happy editorship!
Commissioning is the hardest part of the job. The most frustrating thing of all is when people simply do not reply to
email/phone requests for articles which they have promised to write. If only they would say that they are too busy/Auntie
Flo has died/they have over-extended themselves, then at least we would know where we stand. The next worst situation is
people who never respond to email requests. If they would only turn down the exciting opportunity offered to them, again,
at least we would know where we stand. At the end of every year I weed out my large file of possible articles and authors
and start again.
I next turn my attention to finalising the commissioning for the theme on the future of the legal profession. We have enlisted
the help of Janet Noble, a senior commissioning editor at Law Society Publications, to Guest Edit for us, as she is very
experienced in this area and has good contacts. She has suggested authors for a range of articles covering Alternative
Business Structures; the new online SRO Handbook; the new powers of the Legal Services Ombudsman and the provisions
of the Bribery Act. We are also planning to publish articles on the changes to legal aid.
The early planning on the Irish feature has been done and Jenny Aston is busily contacting potential authors for us, so I do
not need to worry about that at present. We also have themes sorted out for future issues; Winter 2011 will include
Conference Papers and Energy, Oil and Gas and Environmental Law and Spring 2012 will cover Sports and Entertainment
law in recognition of the Olympic Games. At our next Editorial Board meeting in early March we will try and identify guest
editors for these topics.
We hold two Editorial Board meetings a year and I need to get prepared for the March one. This will involve writing an
Editor’s report covering the status of issues and detailing any problems or concerns. One of the most common concerns is
trying to find authors for our Practical Matters series of articles, which are designed to be just that: short columns with
practical hints and suggestions on a wide range of subjects. It is surprisingly difficult to find authors, as law firm librarians, in
particular, are extremely busy people.
One Board meeting will include a brain-storming session to try and find topics of interest to the legal information profession
which will provide me with lots of ideas. It is really helpful when Board members can come up with suggested authors.
Having a good network of contacts is a vital part of the Editor’s armoury. It is also important to keep up to date with
current issues affecting the profession via LISLAW, the internet and our sister organisations.
We ran a survey on the contents of LIM in 2009 and have tried to implement the recommendations for changes. The Board
then produced a report for Council in 2010 suggesting changes to the make-up of the Board and the content of the journal
following the results of the survey. These were largely accepted, though some of them have not yet been implemented.
We no longer publish an article from overseas in every issue and we do try to publish practical articles.
There is still room for improvement and changes, and this will fall to my successor, who will doubtless have lots of ideas
about how to alter the journal, including considering its appearance which is now some years old and probably needs a
makeover.
Now back to contacting those Conference speakers......
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On the Spot
Susanna Winter,
Library & Information Centre Manager
at Baker & McKenzie
answers our questions...

Q If you weren't a librarian,
what would you be?

In my dreams, a world-famous opera singer. More realistically, I seem to have quite a
flair for fundraising and event organising, so maybe something in that line.

Q What annoys you most
in your career?

The fact that we still don't always manage to get across well enough the value of what
we do. And red tape. And meaningless jargon.

Q How do you spend your
time away from your
organisation?

Ideally with David, my lovely husband of over 20 years. Also singing with City of
London Choir (this spring's highlight has been recording a rarely performed
Beethoven work for Naxos with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra). Doing long walks,
sometimes for charity, always for relaxation! Entertaining my three gorgeous nieces.

Q What is the one thing
you couldn't live without at
work?

My colleagues! I work with a great team of people, whose humour, banter and support
have got me through many a stressful day.

Q Which famous person
would you most like to
present you with the
BIALL Law Librarian of the
Year Award?

Placido Domingo or David Tennant.

Q What’s your favourite
legal drama series or
movie?

I'm going to cheat and choose the musical version of Legally Blonde - I saw it at the
Savoy Theatre recently and loved it. Sheridan Smith and Jill Halfpenny were brilliant!

Q What are your favourite
three songs?

So hard to pick just three - I could never be on Desert Island Discs! On the list would
have to be "Since You've Been Gone" by Rainbow (because it's good for shouting along
to!), "E lucevan le stelle" from Puccini's Tosca, preferably sung by Placido Domingo
(because it sends shivers down my spine), and "Beautiful Day" by U2 (because it always
sends me to work with a smile on my face).

Q Do you have any
phobias?

Mice. I have several mouse stories, including the one where a mouse shot under the
bathroom door when I was in the bath at the age of about 8, and I refused to get out
till I was sure it had gone....the rest of the family were crossing their legs for some
time!

Q If you were a cake what
would you be?

A Jaffa Cake, so that someone could try and tell me I was a biscuit and I could prove
them wrong!

Q Have you ever been
attacked by an animal?

I was frequently pursued by the aggressive geese on the campus at York University
(where I did my teacher training), and I appear to be extremely attractive to
mosquitoes.
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Forthcoming Events
March

22
22
23
23
23
24
24
25
28
29
29
30
31

TFPL SharePoint Summit 2011 - Pushing the Boundaries and Driving Innovation, TFPL, London
An Introduction to Information Architecture, TFPL, London
Advanced Information Architecture: A Strategic Approach, TFPL, London
Contract Negotiation for Information Professionals, TFPL, London
CLSIG AGM and Professionalism Seminar, London
Media Skills for LIS Staff, CILIP, London
“Cloud Computing” - Some Practical Observations on the Legal Issues, SCL Seminar, London
How to Motivate Your People Through Effective Staff Reviews, ASLIB, London
Copyright Policies, Dealing with Infringements and Risk Management, ASLIB, London
Negotiating Licences for Electronic Products, CILIP, London
Web 2.0 Tools for Facilitating Knowledge Management, TFPL, London
The Changing Face of Corporate Information Services, SLA Europe, London
Designing Evaluation and Impact Forms, CILIP, London

April

1
3-5
4
4
5-6
6
7
7
8
11
12-13
14

Writing for the Web - Writing Text that People will Read, TFPL, London
Information and Records Management Society (IRMS) 14th Annual Conference, Brighton
Indexing: Principles and Practice, ASLIB, London
Key Skills in Project Management for Information Professionals, TFPL, London
Designing and Delivering Effective Training, CILIP, London
Knowledge Transfer - Making Knowledge Sharing Real, TFPL, London
Learning and Information Literacy in a Digital Environment, CILIP, London
Introduction to Taxonomies, TFPL, London
Statistics for Business, ASLIB, London
Metadata: Principles and Practice, ASLIB, London
Essential Skills for Library and Information Staff, CILIP, London
IKSO Event: Public Access to Information? Challenges to Information Gatekeepers, BIALL (in
collaboration with Taxonomies in the Public Sector (TiPS) and UCL), London
Presentation Skills, ASLIB, London
BIALL Council Meeting, BIALL, London
LILAC 2011 (Librarians’ Information Literacy Annual Conference), British Library, London

15
15
18-20

May

4
Cutting-edge Internet Search Techniques, CILIP, London
6
Project Management, ASLIB, London
6
Copyright for Information Providers: Advanced, ASLIB, London
10
City Legal Information Group (CLIG) Spring Party, London
10
Digital Copyright, TFPL, London
11
Data Analysis: Using Stats to Make a Case, CILIP, London
11
Web 2.0 for Information Professionals, TFPL, London
12
Teaching Large Groups, CILIP, London
12
SharePoint for Records Management, TFPL, London
13
Personalities, Profiles and Privacy: Web 2.0 and Social Media for Communication, ASLIB, London
13
Understanding Hedge Funds in Today's Markets, TFPL, London
16
Assessing our Worth: Value and Impact, ASLIB, London
15 - 18 Scaling New Heights: CALL Conference 2011, Canada
17
Introduction to Knowledge Management: A Foundation Programme, TFPL
18
Metadata Essentials, CILIP, London
19
Digital/electronic Copyright for Beginners, CILIP London
20
UK Legal Information: An Overview, ASLIB, London
20
European Union Legal Information: An Overview, ASLIB, London
20
Embedding and Sustaining Knowledge Management,TFPL, London
24
Advanced Uses of SharePoint: Tools and Techniques for Information Professionals, TFPL, London
25
Researching Global Companies, TFPL, London
26
Handling Enquiries Remotely: Effective Enquiry Answering by Phone and Email, CILIP, London
27
Developing Your Management and Leadership Skills, ASLIB, London
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